
We have to report that the outline planning application for 13 houses and replacement of harbour 

facilities has been granted.  The terms upon which the application has been granted disadvantage 

the Statutory Harbour Authority.  

This is because the directors of the Authority have promoted the commercial interests of a separate 

property company they also own at the direct cost of the Statutory Harbour Authority in breach of 

their responsibilities to the Authority. The trustees’ professional informed view is that such these 

actions are contrary to the Companies Act, give rise to breaches of the relevant Harbour Act 

legislation and fails to accord with National Planning Policy. The council have asserted that Guidance 

on Enabling  Development does not apply to this scheme. 

However, had it not been for BHT and others taking steps to challenge some of the terms sought as 

well as misinformation used by the applicants, things would have been significantly worse for the 

Harbour. 

We are taking advice on what actions should be taken to improve the Harbours position and will 

come back to you shortly. In the meantime please see the note below from the Bembridge Harbour 

Users Group , which unfortunately arrived rather too late in the day, but illustrates the position the 

directors of the Harbour have chosen to put the Harbour in.  

  

The Trustees 

 

 

BEMBRIDGE HARBOUR USERS GROUP  
c/o 41 Foreland Rd, Bembridge, Isle of Wight, PO35 5XN  

Tel: 01983 872470  E-Mail  gmt@thorphall.u-net.com  

 

March 30 2021 

Dear Gentlemen 

 

THE FUTURE OF BEMBRIDGE HARBOUR 

I am the chairman of the Bembridge Harbour Users Group that represents those who have interests 

in and around the harbour. 

We had been hoping the newly issued s106 would address the important issues facing the harbour 

but sadly it hasn’t. BHUG objected to the Bembridge Investments Limited application on grounds 

that have not been overcome. However, we acknowledge that the committee passed a motion to 

grant planning permission when they relied on an s106 legal agreement in the expectation of real 

benefits to the Statutory Harbour Authority (SHA).  



It now seems clear that there will be no such benefit and that that the very future of the harbour 

would be threatened should the recently published s106 be adopted.  

This is why. 

THE SHA WILL LOSE VITAL LAND  

The Statutory Harbour Authority would lose the vast majority of the land it currently uses at the 

Duver and at the Bembridge Marina. In particular, the land at the Duver where there is currently 

good car parking and socialising facilities will be lost. In future, after the land has most likely been 

sold to a property developer, a maximum of only 8 user car parking spaces would be available. This is 

why. 

BEMBRIDGE HARBOUR POPULARITY IN QUESTION 

Bembridge is a very popular harbour for visiting boats and the current Duver facilities means they 

can meet and socialise during their stay. The removal of this facility would reduce the appeal of 

Bembridge as a harbour and seriously damage the opportunities for the SHA to develop it to provide 

the essential funds it needs to manage and secure the future of the harbour. 

Addionally we understand that there is to be an increase in long term berths increasing the pressure 

for car parking space. The question has often been asked “Where is everyone going to park”. No 

satisfactory answer has been received. 

 

Plans below are derived from the s106 plans and wording. The red outline shows the quayside land 

the SHA uses today. The blue represents all they are assured under the current terms of the s106. 

These drawings demonstrate the reasons for the serious concern about the current plans 

 

  
 

SHA TO SUFFER INCREASED RENTAL COSTS 

The current s106 provisions allow the developer (whoever they are) to require the SHA to pay 

radically increased rent to whoever the land may belong to, but with no assurance that anything 



other than the very limited facilities (shown in blue on the drawing) will be available and evenif  they 

are, at an unknown additional cost 

To comply with “Enabling Development” requirements, it is necessary to demonstrate a material 

benefit to the Statutory Harbour Authority (Bembridge Harbour Improvements Company ltd) where 

it should be safely secured in a company bound to act in the public interest.  In fact, as set out 

above, the harbour will be worse off, not better off, leading to the real prospect that there will be 

insufficient funds to maintain the dredging of the harbour which is already completely inadequate.  

Our deep concern is that the double impact of reduced income opportunities and increased costs 

through additional rents will starve the harbour of vital funds raising the real prospect of it becoming 

unsustainable. 

VIABILITY IN DOUBT 

The clear conclusion we have reached is that the winners coming from this application will be the 

existing owners and the developer of the properties and the loser will be the SHA.. 

PLEASE HELP 

All we are asking is for an assurance that the s106, when finally approved, will ensure the long-term 

future of the harbour. As presently drafted, it does not. 

On behalf of all harbour interested parties, we appeal to you to use your position to ensure these 

matters are readdressed. 

Thank you very much for taking time to read this letter. 

 

Michael Toulmin 

Chairman, Bembridge Harbour Users Group  

 


